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have a look at it but was told that this would not be possible as  
it was kept in the ladies lavatory (an excuse of convenience if  
ever there was one!!). 

"Some years later when it came to my notice that they were  
using a franking machine I contacted the firm again but was told  
that the press was no longer there and no-one seemed to know what  
had become of it. 

"The indication that the press was round in shape could mean  
that it was of a kind known to have been made by Sloper which was  
fitted with more than one die and by revolving the operating  
handle the die required could be selected." 

*    *    *    * 
"DUFF" PERFIN  Bulletin 277/2; 278/11. 

TONY SWALES says that Whitaker's (1914) lists Duff (William) & Co. 
Merchant Bankers & Newspaper Proprietors, 113 Cannon St., E.C. 
Established 1793: staff about 100: specialities- Metal, Drugs and 
Chemicals, Textiles,  Paper, Glass. The firm are proprietors of  
"The British Trade Review". 

*     *    *    * 
MEMBERS' QUERY RE RBC/B - RANDALL  Bulletin 276/16. 

Again from the 1914 Whitaker's Red Book of Commerce, TONY 
SWALES found the following reference. Randall Brothers of 19, 21 & 23 
Lichfield Road, Aston Cross, Birmingham. The firm was established  
in 1899 by W. Randall & F. Randall. By 1914 there was a staff of  
nearly 100. The firm's occupations were Letterpress Printers,  
Paper Bag Makers and Account Book Manufacturers. 

Tony says Aston is not near Moseley so maybe this is not connected  
with Stephen Steere's postcard. 

*     *    *    * 

PERFIN "St&Co"  Bulletin 271/18; 274/16; 275/5. 

A summary of the information in the notes. Usually seen diagonal;  
is known on GB stamps from 1902 to 1918 with Manchester postmarks; 
found on an ARGENTINE stamp postmarked ROSARIO c.1897; known 
on a URUGUARY stamp of the 1899 Electricity issue; known on 
PARAGUAY issues. The Perfins Club 'World Perfins Catalogue' lists the 
user as STAUDT S CO.  Can anyone research this company in Manchester? 

*     *    *    * 




